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People prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut (7)
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News Bilder des Tages 210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People buy bread from a bakery to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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210112 -- BEIRUT, Jan. 12, 2021 -- People shop at a supermarket to prepare for a national COVID-19 lockdown in Beirut, Lebanon, Jan. 11, 2021. Lebanon s Higher Defense Council declared on Monday a state of emergency between Jan. 14-25 that includes a total lockdown in hope to restrict further spread of COVID-19, Al-Jadeed local TV channel reported.  LEBANON-BEIRUT-COVID-19-LOCKDOWN BilalxJawich PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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